ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
E-mail system comprises of various hardware and software components that include sender's client and server computers and receiver's client and server computers with required software and services installed on each. Besides these, it uses various systems and services of the Internet. The sending and receiving servers are always connected to the Internet but the sender's and receiver's client connects to the Internet as and when required.
An e-mail communication between a sender 'Alice' having e-mail address 'alice@a.com' and recipient 'Bob' having e-mail address 'bob@b.com' is shown in figure 1.
'Alice' composes an e-mail message on her computer called client for 'Bob' and sends it to her sending server 'smtp.a.org' using SMTP protocol. Sending server performs a lookup for the mail exchange record of receiving server 'b.org' through Domain Name System (DNS) protocol on DNS server [1] 'dns.b.org'. The DNS server responds with the highest priority mail exchange server 'mx.b.org' for the domain 'b.org'. Sending server establishes SMTP connection with the receiving server and delivers the e-mail message to the mailbox of 'Bob' on the receiving server. 'Bob' downloads the message from his mailbox on receiving server to local mailbox on his client computer using POP3 [2] or IMAP [3] protocols. Optionally, 'Bob' can also read the message stored in his server mailbox without downloading it to the local mailbox by using a Webmail program. 
E-MAIL ACTORS, ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
E-mail is a highly distributed service involving several actors that play different roles to accomplish end-to-end mail exchange [4] . These actors fall under "User Actors", "Message Handling Service (MHS) Actors" and "ADministrative Management Domain (ADMD) Actors" groups.
User Actors are people, organizations or processes that serve as sources or sinks of messages. They can generate, modify or look at the whole message. User Actors can be of following four types (Table 1) :
User Actor Type Roles and Responsibilities

Author
Responsible for creating the message, its contents, and its list of Recipient addresses. The MHS transfers the message from the Author and delivers it to the Recipients. The MHS has an Originator role that correlates with the Author role.
Recipient
The Recipient is a consumer of the delivered message. The MHS has a Receiver role that correlates with the Recipient role. A Recipient can close the user-communication loop by creating and submitting a new message that replies to the Author e.g. an automated form of reply is the Message Disposition Notification (MDN)
Return Handler
It is a special form of Recipient that provides notifications (failures or completions) generated by the MHS as it transfers or delivers the message. It is also called Bounce Handler.
Mediator
It receives, aggregates, reformulates, and redistributes messages among Authors and Recipients. It forwards a message through a re-posting process. It shares some functionality with basic MTA relaying, but has greater flexibility in both addressing and content than is available to MTAs. It preserves the integrity and tone of the original message, including the essential aspects of its origination information. 
Gateway
It connects heterogeneous mail services despite differences in their syntax and semantics. It can send a useful message to a Recipient on the other side, without requiring changes to any components in the Author's or Recipient's mail services.
Receiver
It performs final delivery or sends the message to an alternate address. It can also perform filtering and other policy enforcement immediately before or after delivery.
User Actor Type Roles and Responsibilities
Edge Independent transfer services in networks at the edge of the open Internet Mail service.
Consumer
Might be a type of Edge service, as is common for web-based email access. 
E-MAIL ARCHITECTURE
E-mail system is an integration of several hardware and software components, services and protocols which provide interoperability between its users and among the components along the path of transfer. The e-mail architecture shown in figure 2 below specifies the relationship between its logical components for creation, submission, transmission, delivery and reading processes of an e-mail message.
Several communicating entities called e-mail nodes which are essentially software units working on application layer of TCP/IP model are involved in the process of e-mail delivery. Nodes working on lower layers such as routers and bridges represent options to send e-mail without using SMTP are not considered in this architecture because almost all e-mail communication uses SMTP directly or indirectly. Further, proprietary nodes used for internal deliveries at sending and receiving servers are also not considered in this architecture. 
Figure 2: E-mail Architecture showing relationship between its various components
Message/Mail Transfer Agent (MTA):
A Message Transfer Agent (MTA) relays mail for one application-level "hop". MTA nodes are in effect postal sorting agents that have the responsibility of retrieving the relevant Mail eXchange (MX) record from the DNS Server for each e-mail to be send and thus map the distinct e-mail addressee's domain name with the relevant IP address information. DNS is a distributed directory database that correlated domain names to IP addresses. MTAs can also be used to compose and create e-mail messages. 'Sendmail', 'Postfix', 'Exim', and 'Exchange Server', are examples of MTAs. A receiving MTA can also perform the operation of delivering e-mail message to the respective mailbox of the receiver on the mail server and thus is also called Mail Delivery Agent (MDA). Unlike typical packet switches (and Instant Messaging services), MTAs are expected to store messages in a manner that allows recovery across service interruptions, such as host-system shutdown. Relays: SMTP-Relays are the nodes that perform e-mail relaying. Relaying is the process of receiving e-mail message from one SMTP e-mail node and forward it to another one. They are like packet switches or IP routers and make routing assessments to move the message closer to the Recipients. They also add trace information and have all roles of MTA's.
Gateway: Gateway nodes are used to convert e-mail messages from one application layer protocol to other. Gateway nodes named GW SMTP, B accept SMTP protocol based e-mails and transfer them with protocols other that SMTP and GW A, SMTP performs the inverse process at incoming and outgoing interfaces. Gateway nodes GW A,B do not use SMTP either for incoming or outgoing interfaces. A process called Proxy may be done at these nodes when incoming and outgoing interfaces use same protocols.
Web Server (WebServ): These nodes are the e-mail Web servers that provide the Web environment to compose, send and read an e-mail message.
Mai Server (MailServ): They represent e-mail servers providing users mail access service using IMAP or POP3 protocols. They can also provide an internal interface to a Web server for HTTP based e-mail access.
The e-mail nodes establish connections with one or more nodes on specific ports for possible email flow between them using a particular protocol. SMTP is an application layer protocol for TCP/IP based Internet infrastructure which sets conversational and grammatical rules for exchanging e-mail between computers. The most commonly-used protocols for e-mail retrieval by client programs are Post Office Protocol Version 3 (POP3) and Internet Message Access Protocol (IMAP). Table 4 , lists the protocols used in e-mail flow between two possible e-mail nodes.
Protocol Group Protocols
SMTP protocol (RFC 821), SMTP service extension protocols ESMTP including Service Extension for Authentication (RFC 2554), Delivery by SMTP Service Extension (RFC 2852), SMTP Service Extension for Routing Enhanced error (RFC 2034) and SMTP Service Extension for Secure SMTP over Transport Layer Security (RFC 3207). All protocols in SMTP group and all SMTP extensions for e-mail submission from MUA to e-mail node with SMTP incoming interface. Email node can be MTA defined in RFC 2821, MSA defined in RFC 2476. Using MSA various methods can be applied for ensuring authenticating user that include IP address restrictions, secure IP and POP authentication.
SMTP*
All Internet application protocols except those specified in group, all preparatory application protocols used on the Internet (also used for tunneling), all Internet protocols on the transport and network layers such as TCP/IP as it is possible to send e-mail without the use of application layer protocols.
HTTP (RFC 2616), HTTP over SSL and HTTP over TLS (RFC 2818).
ESP specific protocols and procedures for internal e-mail delivery between e-mail nodes.
All e-mail access protocols used to transfer e-mails from the recipient e-mail server to MUA that include IMAP version 4 (RFC 1730), MAPI and POP version 3 (RFC 1939). Table 4 : Protocols used in E-mail Transfer For networks, a port means an endpoint to a logical connection. The port number identifies what type (application/service offered) of port it is. The commonly used default port numbers used in e-mail are shown in Table 5 . A complete list of default port numbering assignment is given in [5] . E-mail message comprises of envelope that contains transit-handling information used by the MHS and message content which consists of two parts namely Body and Header. The Body is text but can also include multimedia elements in Hyper Text Markup Language (HTML) and attachments encoded in Multi-Purpose Internet Mail Extensions (MIME) [6] . The Header is a structured set of fields that include 'From', 'To', 'Subject', 'Date', 'CC', 'BCC', 'Return-To', etc. Headers are included in the message by the sender or by a component of the e-mail system and also contain transit-handling trace information. Further, the message also contains special control data pertaining to Delivery Status and Message Disposition Notifications, etc.
Various identities called fields are present in the message and are used in different parts of email architecture called Layers. These fields serve a specific function in the system and are set by some component of the system. Table 6 lists main identifier fields present in the message during transit along with their description and the actor responsible for specifying their value. These identities are used for analysing e-mail to determine the source (originator and the author).
Field Name Set By Field Description Layer: Message Header Fields (Identification Fields)
Message-ID: Originator Globally unique message identification string generated when it is sent. In-Reply-To:
Originator Contains the Message-ID of the original message in response to which the reply message is sent.
References: Originator Identifies other documents related to this message, such as other email message.
Layer: Message Header Fields (Originator Fields)
From: Author Name and e-mail address of the author of the message Sender: Originator Contains the address responsible for sending the message on behalf of Author, if not omitted or same as that specified in From field.
Reply-To: Author E-mail address, the author would like recipients to use for replies. If present it overrides the From field.
Layer: Message Header Fields (Originator Date Fields)
Date: Originator It holds date and time when the message was made available for delivery.
Layer: Message Header Fields (Informational Fields)
Subject: Author It describes the subject or topic of the message. Comments: Author It contains summarized comments regarding the message.
Keyword: Author It contains list of comma separated keywords that may be useful to the recipients e.g. when searching mail.
Layer: Message Header Fields (Destination Address Fields)
TO: Author
Specifies a list of addresses of the recipients of the message. These addresses might be different from address in RcptTo SMTP commands CC: Author Generally same as To Field. Generally a To field specifies primary recipient who is expected to take some action and CC addresses
Field Name Set By Field Description
receive a copy as a courtesy.
BCC: Author Address of recipient whose participation is not disclosed to recipients specified in To and CC addresses.
Layer: Message Header Fields (Resent Fields)
ResentMessage-ID: Mediator Globally unique message identification string generated when it is resent.
Resent-* Mediator
When manually forwarding a message, resent header fields referring to the forwarding, not to the original message. MIME specifies another way of resending messages, using the "Message" Content-Type.
Layer: Message Header Fields (List Fields)
List-ID Mediator, Author
Globally unique Mailing List identification string.
List-* Mediator, Author
A collection of header fields for use by Mailing Lists.
Layer: Message Header Fields (Trace Fields)
Received:
Originator, Relay, Mediator, Destination 
ENVID Originator
An opaque string included in DSN as a means for assisting the Return Address Recipient in identifying the message that produced a DSN or message tracking.
Field Name Set By Field Description
MailFrom Originator It is a string containing e-mail address for receiving return control information like returned messages transfer level problems) RcptTo Author It specifies MUA mailbox address of a recipient.
ORCPT Originator
Is an optional parameter to the RCPT command, indicating the original address to which the current RCPT TO address corresponds after a mapping during transit.
Layer: IP
Source Address Latest Relay Client
It contains the source Address of the host immediately preceding the current receiving SMTP server from which the IP datagram (email message is fragmented into IP packets) was send. It is independent of the mail system and is supplied by the IP layer. Table 6 : Main Identifier fields present in a message during transit
E-MAIL FORENSIC INVESTIGATION TECHNIQUES
E-mail forensics refers to the study of source and content of e-mail as evidence to identify the actual sender and recipient of a message, data/time of transmission, detailed record of e-mail transaction, intent of the sender, etc. This study involves investigation of metadata, keyword searching, port scanning, etc. for authorship attribution and identification of e-mail scams. Various approaches that are used for e-mail forensic are described in [7] and are briefly defined below:
Header Analysis
Meta data in the e-mail message in the form of control information i.e. envelope and headers including headers in the message body contain information about the sender and/or the path along which the message has traversed. Some of these may be spoofed to conceal the identity of the sender. A detailed analysis of these headers and their correlation is performed in header analysis.
Bait Tactics
In bait tactic investigation an e-mail with http: "<img src>" tag having image source at some computer monitored by the investigators is send to the sender of e-mail under investigation containing real (genuine) e-mail address. When the e-mail is opened, a log entry containing the IP address of the recipient (sender of the e-mail under investigation) is recorded on the http server hosting the image and thus sender is tracked. However, if the recipient (sender of the email under investigation) is using a proxy server then IP address of the proxy server is recorded. The log on proxy server can be used to track the sender of the e-mail under investigation. If the proxy server's log is unavailable due to some reason, then investigators may send the tactic email containing a) Embedded Java Applet that runs on receiver's computer or b) HTML page with Active X Object. Both aiming to extract IP address of the receiver's computer and e-mail it to the investigators.
Server Investigation
In this investigation, copies of delivered e-mails and server logs are investigated to identify source of an e-mail message. E-mails purged from the clients (senders or receivers) whose recovery is impossible may be requested from servers (Proxy or ISP) as most of them store a copy of all e-mails after their deliveries. Further, logs maintained by servers can be studied to trace the address of the computer responsible for making the e-mail transaction. However, servers store the copies of e-mail and server logs only for some limited periods and some may not co-operate with the investigators. Further, SMTP servers which store data like credit card number and other data pertaining to owner of a mailbox can be used to identify person behind an e-mail address.
Network Device Investigation
In this form of e-mail investigation, logs maintained by the network devices such as routers, firewalls and switches are used to investigate the source of an e-mail message. This form of investigation is complex and is used only when the logs of servers (Proxy or ISP) are unavailable due to some reason, e.g. when ISP or proxy does not maintain a log or lack of cooperation by ISP's or failure to maintain chain of evidence.
Software Embedded Identifiers
Some information about the creator of e-mail, attached files or documents may be included with the message by the e-mail software used by the sender for composing e-mail. This information may be included in the form of custom headers or in the form of MIME content as a Transport Neutral Encapsulation Format (TNEF). Investigating the e-mail for these details may reveal some vital information about the senders e-mail preferences and options that could help client side evidence gathering. The investigation can reveal PST file names, Windows logon username, MAC address, etc. of the client computer used to send e-mail message.
Sender Mailer Fingerprints
Identification of software handling e-mail at server can be revealed from the Received header field and identification of software handling e-mail at client can be ascertained by using different set of headers like "X-Mailer" or equivalent. These headers describe applications and their versions used at the clients to send e-mail. This information about the client computer of the sender can be used to help investigators devise an effective plan and thus prove to be very useful.
E-MAIL FORENSIC TOOLS
There are many tools which may assist in the study of source and content of e-mail message so that an attack or the malicious intent of the intrusions may be investigated. These tools while providing easy to use browser format, automated reports, and other features, help to identify the origin and destination of the message, trace the path traversed by the message; identify spam and phishing networks, etc. This section introduces some of these tools.
eMailTrackerPro
eMailTrackerPro [8] analyses the headers of an e-mail to detect the IP address of the machine that sent the message so that the sender can be tracked down. It can trace multiple e-mails at the same time and easily keep track of them. The geographical location of an IP address is key information for determining the threat level or validity of an e-mail message. This tool can pin point the city that the e-mail most likely came from. It identifies the network provider (or ISP) of the sender and provide contact information for further investigation. The actual path to the sender's IP address is reported in a routing table, providing additional location information to help determine the sender's true location. The abuse reporting feature in it can be used to make further investigation easier. It checks the mail against DNS blacklists such as Spamcop to further safeguard against spam and malicious emails. It supports Japanese, Russian and Chinese language spam filters besides English language. A major feature of this tool is abuse reporting that can create a report that can be sent to the ISP of sender. The ISP can then takes steps to prosecuting the account holder and help put a stop to spam.
EmailTracer
EmailTracer [9] is an Indian effort in cyber forensics by the Resource Centre for Cyber Forensics (RCCF) which is a premier centre for cyber forensics in India. It develops cyber forensic tools based on the requirements of law enforcement agencies. Among several other digital forensic tools, it has developed an e-mail tracer tool named EmailTracer. This tool traces the originating IP address and other details from e-mail header, generates detailed HTML report of email header analysis, finds the city level details of the sender, plots route traced by the mail and display the originating geographic location of the e-mail. Besides these, it has keyword searching facility on e-mail content including attachment for its classification. Adcomplain [10] is a tool for reporting inappropriate commercial e-mail and usenet postings, as well as chain letters and "make money fast" postings. It automatically analyses the message, composes an abuse report, and mails the report to the offender's internet service provider by performing a valid header analysis. The report is displayed for approval prior to mailing to U.S. Federal Trade Commission. Adcomplain can be invoked from the command line or automatically from many news and mail readers.
Adcomplain
Aid4Mail Forensic
Aid4Mail Forensic [11] is e-mail investigation software for forensic analysis, e-discovery, and litigation support. It is an e-mail migration and conversion tool, which supports various mail formats including Outlook (PST, MSG files), Windows Live Mail, Thunderbird, Eudora, and mbox. It can search mail by date, header content, and by message body content. Mail folders and files can be processed even when disconnected (unmounted) from their email client including those stored on CD, DVD, and USB drives. Aid4Mail Forensic can search PST files and all supported mail formats, by date range and by keywords in the message body or in the headers. Special Boolean operations are supported. It is able to process unpurged (deleted) e-mail from mbox files and can restore unpurged e-mail during exportation.
AbusePipe
AbusePipe [12] analyses abuse complaint e-mails and determines which of ESP's customers is sending spam based on the information in e-mailed complaints. It automatically generates reports reporting customers violating ESP's acceptable user policy so that action to shut them down can be taken immediately. AbusePipe can be configured to automatically reply to people reporting abuse. It can assist in meeting legal obligations such as reporting on the customers connected to a given IP address at a given date and time.
AccessData's FTK
AccessData's FTK [13] is standard court-validated digital investigations platform computer forensics software delivering computer forensic analysis, decryption and password cracking within an intuitive and customizable interface. It has speed, analytics and enterpriseclass scalability. It is known for its intuitive interface, e-mail analysis, customizable data views and stability. 
FINALeMAIL
FINALeMAIL [15] can recover the e-mail database file and locates lost e-mails that do not have data location information associated with them. FINALeMAIL has the capability of restoring lost e-mails to their original state, recover full e-mail database files even when such files are attacked by viruses or damaged by accidental formatting. It can recover E-mail messages and attachments emptied from the 'Deleted Items folder' in Microsoft Outlook Express, Netscape Mail, and Eudora.
Sawmill-GroupWise
Sawmill-GroupWise [16] is a GroupWise Post Office Agent log analyser which can process log files in GroupWise Post Office Agent format, and generate dynamic statistics from them, analysing and reporting events. It can parse these logs, import them into a MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server, or Oracle database (or its own built-in database), aggregate them, and generate dynamically filtered reports, through a web interface. It supports Window, Linux, FreeBSD, OpenBSD, Mac OS, Solaris, other UNIX, and several other platforms.
Forensics Investigation Toolkit (FIT)
Forensics Investigation Toolkit (FIT) [17] is content forensics toolkit to read and analyse the content of the Internet raw data in Packet CAPture (PCAP) format. FIT provides security administrative officers, auditors, fraud and forensics investigator as well as lawful enforcement officers the power to perform content analysis and reconstruction on pre-captured Internet raw data from wired or wireless networks. All protocols and services analysed and reconstructed are displayed in readable format to the users. The other uniqueness of the FIT is that the imported raw data files can be immediately parsed and reconstructed. It supports case management functions, detailed information including Date-Time, Source IP, Destination IP, Source MAC,According to Simson L. Garfinkel [19] current forensic tools are designed to help examiners in finding specific pieces of evidence and are not assisting in investigations. Further, these tools were created for solving crimes committed against people where the evidence resides on a computer; they were not created to assist in solving typical crimes committed with computers or against computers. Current tools must be re-imagined to facilitate investigation and exploration. This is especially important when the tools are used outside of the law enforcement context for activities such as cyber-defence and intelligence. Construction of a modular forensic processing framework for digital forensics that implements the "Visibility, Filter and Report" model would be the first logical step in this direction.
RELATED WORK
The term "Computer Forensics" science deals with the preservation, identification, extraction and documentation of computer evidence, and like any other forensic science, relates law and science and was coined back in 1991 [20] . Kara Nance et al [21] have proposed six categories of Digital forensics including Network Forensics. Tools and Techniques for E-mail forensics fall under the category of network forensic. Many studies have been carried out for analyzing tools and techniques used in network forensics [22, 23, 24, 25] which also include e-mail forensics tools and techniques.
CONCLUSION
E-mail is a widely used and highly distributed application involving several actors that play different roles. These actors include hardware and software components, services and protocols which provide interoperability between its users and among the components along the path of transfer. Cybercriminals forge e-mail headers or send it anonymously for illegitimate purposes which lead to several crimes and thus make e-mail forensic investigation crucial. This paper portrays e-mail actors, roles and their responsibilities. It illustrated logical e-mail architecture and underlining various core components, modules and protocols used in the system. It presents the meta-data contained in e-mail message and various techniques used for e-mail forensics. The paper also introduces several software e-mail forensic tools that have functionalities to automatically analyse e-mail and produce reports providing diverse information about it.
